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REAL-TIME
TRACKING OF
TRUCK AND
TANK LEVELS

Oltranz' truck tracking solution is about security
and fraud prevention. Get truck location and tank
level in real-time, to give you a 360° view on your
assets. It is designed to increase efficiency while
securing all your assets.
 
Hosted in the cloud, our application is accessible
from a smartphone, to a dedicated war room. it is
suited for a one-tank facility, to a large farm.
 
Our multi parameter sensors will gather data and
transmit them in real-time to your dashboard,
allowing you to identify, diagnose and solve issues
in real-time. 
 
Avoid losses and theft, look for tampering and
monitor anomalies, are one of the many things our
solution can do for you.
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OVERVIEW
Truck Tracking



Our handful of small sensors and PCBs will
monitor and gather accurate data thanks to its
multi parameter sensors. 
 
For each truck, we provide "The IoT Case", that will
ensure 100% up-time with its many network
capabilities, batteries, GPS and memory. 
 
Data is transmitted through cellular gateways,
allowing real-time tracking and automated
tracking. It is then displayed on your dashboard,
whether you're on your tablet or watching many
screens divided across regions.
 

THE IoT CASE
 
 
 

How We Make IoT

AWESOME
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GPS

NETWORK

BACKUP

Sim Slot
e-SIM Slot
Cellular (2G,3G,4G)
WiFi (2.4 GHz)

Backup Batteries in case of power outage.
Offline recording in case of network
outage. Data is sent to the Cloud when
the connection is restablished.

GPS location allows you to map and visually
manage your assets.
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SOFTWARE
What It Does

Real-Time Truck
Tank Level

Real-Time GPS
locations

Detect Fills &
Outtakes

NOTIF ICAT IONS

Automated
Sales

Theft Issues

Refills &
Outtakes

Driving
Habits

Eliminate issues
from Day One.

Get real-time notifications over what is
happening on your trucks. It will allow you to
avoid losses, delays and thefts, as well as
notice any anomaly or issue happening on
your truck.



Our real value lies in monitoring
every one of your asset across your
entire supply chain. From
production at wells, transport in
trucks and tank storage, everything
is recorded and automated, making
you gain tremendous amount of
time and money.
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OIL  & GAS
Covering Your Energy Supply Chain

Trucks Tanks Well

Cellular
Gateways

Your
Dashboard

Real-Time Monitoring 

Oltranz
Cloud


